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Introduction
In recent years, the impact of urban

tion costs or increases in costs that can be

sprawl on the costs of transportation
services has become -an important topic of

directly attributed to low-density develop·
ment. The following are reviews of
numerous reports addressing urban
sprawl published since 1965, with nine of
them being identified as the more significant studies (see Table 1). Among them is
the 1974 landmark study by the Real
Estate Research Corporation (RERC),
The Costs a/Sprawl, which remains one of

debate, especially as fiscal budgets have
become tighter. The prevailing view has
been that sprawl is an inefficient urban
forrn and that high-density development
is preferable. This view, however, runs

counter' to America•s preference for low~

density living, which is exactly the type
of development that continues to occur
today. Although the debate over sprawl
and its possible impacts has been going on
for almost 30 years, the issue remains in

its infoncy in terms of sig.nificant and
extensive research. This is especially true
concerning sprawrs impact on the costs

of transportation. The strong and com·
plex relationship that exists between
sprawl and transportation has been
reviewed from many different perspec·
tives, but the question of how this relationship affects transportation costs
remains to be answered.

the most com prehensive studies on the

subject. The Costs a/Sprawl was the first
extensive study on the costs of sprawl and

established a benchmark for future
research. Further research has proved
that the subject is difficult to study and
has no simple answers. The complexity
of existing commu.nitie$~ the interrelationship between transportation and sprawl,
and the lack of a definitive description of
sprawl are among the many reasons that
account for the difficulty in discerning
the costs of sprawl.
Numerous theories and studies have
emerged that, while seeming reasonable
and valid by themselves, tend to COJJtra·
diet each other. New travel patterns are
being observed, such as the suburb-to·
suburb commute, as are rising levels of

This report offers a glimpse of many of
the views and theories on sprawl over the
past three decades. Much of the literature
deals "'ith the costs of sprawl in general,
without necessarily focusing on transpornon-work travel. Mass transit continues
tation costs. In addition, the('e is a
paucity of data and analysis on transporta· to be advocated despite requiring huge
subsidies and the debatable success of
cion costs associated with urban form.
many recent projects. Infill development
The extreme complexity of the issue
and planned urban villages have been
significantly complicates its analysis.
proposed as solutions to the "problem'" of
Many factors enter into any analysis of
urban sprawl.
the costs of sprawl: the initial assump·
tions, the variables selected to measure
In addition to the nine more important
costs, the sources of data, the type of
studies, a number of other studies are
analysis, etc.
reviewed here, but their coverage is
relatively short because they are not
Though many reports have studied the
effects of sprawl on transportation, there deemed to be especially signi£ica11t in the
has yet to be a comprehensive report that argument with respect to transportation
costs. Finally, an annotated bibliography
accurately differentiates the transporta·

I
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which provides brief sununaries of all the
literature uncovered on this topic is
provided as an appendix. The overall
arr·angement of this report is to reasonably follow a chronological sequence.
T his is done by grouping the literature

into decades starting with pre-1970 and
concluding with the 1990s. The nine

articles viewed as being more significant
are given considerably more attention in

the text.

Tabla 1
SIGNIFICANT IJTERATURE ON SPRAWL, 1965-1992
DAT11

Alf71IDR(S}

DATA BASE

1965

Harvey and
C1ari<

MIA'

1974

'Rsa1 Estate
Resolll<h
Cotpo-n

1971

Al1shuJ...

1971

Bowlar

1979

Al1shuler

1985

Genion and
Wong

1999

Gordon, Mumar,
and Ric.hat'lbon

199D

Audiroo

1992

Hanson

t:riSTS

ADDRI1SSBII

Capl!aland

growth and davelopmsnt

operallag """

II/A'

cd U.S."

NIA"

user...,.ted
traN:por1ation

costs

N/A'

N/A'

1971 MaUonwW. p....,naJ Travel time and
,.,.,..,..,.... Sludy
distanco1969, 1977, 1983·84

us. Dept. ,, ,.,.,.,._....

II/A

Surveys

Residai\QI Location

Prdc:rence Survey
Wi&aln&i.n highway
expanditure data

N/ A'

Hlthway C06t:lo

·ute:rature discusses costs of sprawl, but does not includa any data an:alyasis...

2

COHH1!NTS

N/A'

Transportation costs should not rise

Calcolatsd costs based ..
&treot ~lor various
development patle:rns

Sp.aw1almoot double. ....._rlation

Critique cd '"'Iu! Costs of

Sprawl"

Key G:I'I\1Uions:, such Ill& mal$ tnmAt
C1:1St&, weaken F'CIIQM's a~ndosicm&.

Compare Olsts between
1950 and 1973

Sprawl ~ in h.ighCT
transportation oost&

GcniiRI ruvicrw of b:lpic

No evidence to prove cp:rawl is more
~·

Siatistical ~melysis cd
trevel J)lltfams

Shorter trips imply thai sprawl may
be less oostly.

Slatistica1 analysis of

lncreue in non·work tn:vel may
invalidate c061: analysis based on

N/A'

Past studies on community

" 1975SI•~A-ct

METHDIJOJ.DIIY

travel pattsrns

Di&tus&ion of S'PitWI
CaJcWatas highway
whlklies

significantly in sprawl-like areas.

costs OVeT p}anntd

high density

diMO!opmont.

monocentric theory.
No evidence exists to prove lhat
sprawl is more eosdy.
Sprawl is facilitated by transportation
$Ubs;d;os.
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The Transportation Costs of Sprawl
Pre-1970
In the 1960s, the President's Task Force
on Suburban Pwblems reported that
sprawl consumes more land than necessary and, with excessive public .costs, .
frustrates a rational transportation pohcy.
During this time, the conventional
wisdom on the subject believed that
transportation costs would skyrocket if
development contributed to sprawl.

automobile is the primary mode of
t.ransportation that permits access to

remote areas and allows sprawl to contin·
ue.
The conclusion of this •rticle is that
"sprawl occurs, in fact, because it is.
economical in terms of the altemattves

available to the occupants." Harvey and
Clark do not show the aetna! transportation costs of urban sprawl, but believe
In "The Nature and Economics of Urban that these costs should not rise significant·
Sprawl," Harvey and Clark (1965) analyze ly in sprawl-like areas.
the costs of urban sprawl. The authors
In 1967, Kain pointed out in "Urban
identify four problems in the literature of Form and the Costs of Urban Services"
urban sprawl. First, there are several,
that the prevailing belief 011 urban sprawl
sometimes conflicting views on the
is complicated by idealogy and the
definition of urban sprawl. It seems an
various definitions of sprawl.lt was
operational definition has not been found. concluded that there is a weak dependenSprawl can describe merely the .'\Xten~tons cy on the costs of urban services and land
of the urban periphery or the dispersmg
use patterns. When urban service costs
of the urban populace into the rural
are measured, any savings in the developlandscape. SecoJld, the many causes of
ment of high-density areas are often
urban sprawl have not been categorized
negated by increasing cost of construe: .
and thus cannot be discussed as a lrnit.
tion. He indicates that "the constderatton
Third, sprawl is infrequently viewed as a
of excess capacity of existing public
dynamic phenomenon. Finally, the costs services in specific development situations
of urban sprawl have not been quantified. has confused the relationship between
residential density and costs of urban
The authors delineate three forms of
services.',
urban sprawl. Low-density development .
is seen as t he lowest order of sprawl and ts
1970s
the least offensive. Ribbon development
Real Estate Research Corporation's
is seen as the second form of urban
(RERC) 1974 report, The Costs ofSprawl,
sprawl. This sprawl is composed of
is considered to be the benchmark study
"segments compact within themselves but on sprawl. This was the first intensive
which exte.od axially and leave the
effort to identify and quanufy che ecointerstices undeveloped." A third type of
nomic impacts of sprawl. The rep?rt
sprawl is leapfrog development, which is
analyzes six hypothetical commumty
the settlement of noncompact urban
development forms: htgh-denslty planned
areas. It is this type of sprawl that is often
development; low-density sprawl; lowattacked and is the form of development
density planned development; ~pr~wl
that incurs the greatest cost in providi•.tg
mix; planned mix; and a combmatton of
services to outlying areas. Transportao.on
50 percent planned mix with 50 percent
is seat as a catalyst to urban sprawl. The
spra"•l mix. Oetruled cost esnmates are
3
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made for each community type for a wide
variety of cost categories. The report's
a•talysis of transportation costs focuses on
the capital costs and operating/maintenance costs for the streetS and roads
required to serve each commun ity type.

Estimates of arterial> collector, and minor

street length are made for each community type, based on numerous community
growth and development studies. These
estimated lengths are then multiplied by
the cost per line•! foot of roadway.
Recognizing that ro•ds in developments
with higher densities would need to be
wider and contain more amenities such as
sidewalks, lighting, and gutters, the report
varies the cost per line-al foot for each

category of roadway to reflect the needs
of each development pattern . However,
these costs are not varied to reflect any

differentiation in levels of signalization or
overpass bridge structures. Except for
minor roads,. all pavements are assumed
to be concrete.
The report est.imates that a low-density
spn~wl community would

require more
than six times the amo•mt of minor
streets in a planned high-density commu·
nity. This difference in minor street
length required by these two community
types accounts for the conclusion by the
report that the transportation costs of
sprawl ore twice as high as those of
planned high-density development. No
other economlc costs othe.r than those
based on road length ore considered for
transportauon.
Tv.•o indirect costs of sprawl associated

planned high-density community. The
significant difference between the air
pollution levels was the amount generated
by automobile travel. The report's
assumption that vehicle miles traveled
would be twice as high in a sprav.•l
community as in a planned high-density
community accounts for t his difference.
The report's calculations of transport•·
tion com appear overly simplified.
Missing from all the these t ransportation
costs are. any costs associated v.•ith alternate forms of transportation.

In "Review of the Costs of Sprawl,"
Altshuler (1977) examines the accuracy
and applicability of the RERC landmark
report. Results of the report are com·
pared to the experiences of actual communities,

the omission of key cosrs are

highlighted, and the validity of the
report's conclusions are questioned. The
author comments that no expenditures
for mass transit were included in the

RERC report, despite its assumption that
"planned high-density development"
would significantly milize mass transit.
Altshuler's fir.-c assertion is that actual
high-density communities tend to demand
more expensive packages of community
services and that the report incorrectly

assumes that density did not affect the
demand level for community services.
Next, he identifies several omissions of
key costS from the report•s calculations>
one of which is the lack of any mass
transit expenditures. With these missing
costs considered, the validity of the
report's results are seriously questioned.
Altshuler also dlsputes the reduction in

with transportation arc also considered by amount of auto travel for high-density
the report. Both of these indirect costs
communities assumed by the report and
are based on the theory that trip lengths
shov.rs that if a more conservative estimate
in a sprawl-like area are longer than in
of the reduction in auto travel is used,
compact. urban areas. First, travel time is
then the report's stated claim that low·
found to increase and is categorized as
density sprawl used 44 percent more
"personal costs" by the report. Second,
energy shrinks drastically, to only 14
the report concludes that sprawl generates percent. Expenditures for mass transit
about twice as much alr pollution as a

4

are also left out of energy calculations
TntllSjlllrlalian CosiB at Utb1111 Sprowl
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even though the a5$umed reduction in
.automobile travel was taken into account.
The report does state that it is difficult to
differentiate the transportation costs
related to different types of urban form.
Altshuler concludes that the report
exaggerates the costs of sprawl. Further·
more, he concludes that the report"s

credibility is weakened by its use of
exaggerated figures, the o.rtUssion of key
costs, and the inadequate calibration of
assumptions with actual existing conunu·
nities. He proposes that the report's
methodology and analysis be refined, but
he believes, however, that this is a land·
rnar.k report that would serve a.s a good
starting point for future research on
urban form. Despite the shortcomings
that cast doubt on the validity of the
report's conclusions, the RERC report
cannot be underestimated and continues
to be a benchmark for future research on

the costs of sprawl.
In The Urbfln TrampoTtation System,
Altshuler (1979) exa.rtUnes the American
transportatlon system and its related
politics and policies. It reviews the
problems of the current automobile·
dominated transportation system and
considers future policy innovation.
In exa.rtUning the development of the
American transportation system,
Altshuler considers several factors. Fir~'t,

the American public ha.s two strong
preferences: the automobile and low·
density development. Second, one of the
most powerful lobbies in American
policies in the 1950s and 1960s wa.s
highway interests. Thus, a.s a result of
pressure from the public and industry,
sprawl and the do.rtUnance of the Ameri·
can transportation system by the automobile have both been facilitated by a
complex and extensive series of govern·
mcnt actions since World War II. The
public is now served by a transportation
system that provides excellent mobility at
a cost that the public willingly accepts.

Altshuler reviews the issue of sprawl and
presents arguments from both sides of the
sprawl·debate. He agrees that sprawl may
cause some of the problems claimed by its
critics, but states, however, that these
claims are exaggerated and that it rc.mains
unclear whether or not sprawl is more
costly than other forms of development.
He also concludes that Americans, with
their preference for low-density development, wiU refuse to live io densities of
sufficient magnitude to bring about any
noticeable changes to the problems
associated with sprawl.
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Bowler, in The St<burban Network: Eco·
ncmk Activity, Resource Use and the Great
Sprawl (1977), points out that the automo·
bile has long been associated with subur·
ban growth and is central to suburban
transportation. The article deals with the
current statuS of suburban transportation
and the fact that potentially useful rail
transit systems wete destroyed in some
urban areas.
Bowler computes the costs of personal
transportation using the 197J StatiJtical
Abstract of the United StaleS and shows
that the cost of user-operated transporta·
tion. i.e., automobiles, increased from
$21.9 billion in 1950 to $102.6 billion in
1973, and that the ratio of purchased to
user-operated transportation had fallet\ by
50 percent between 1950 and 1973.
Several m.'jor cities were chosen to give a
distribution of travel modes, and in
metropolitan areas such as New York and
Los Angeles the automobile had been
consistently the desired form of transpor·
tation. Bowler uses a 1972 study, £«r
nomic Characteristics of the Urban P11blic
Transpo7tation lndJ<Stry, to compute
annual commuter .rail revenue passengers.
This study showed that although passen·
gers using railroads increased from 1964
to 1970 and fulfilled a crucial role in
reducing congestion, they actually served
very few American cities. Bowler's table
depicting the costs of personal transporta·

s
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tion. Hanks and Lomax (1991} shows
search Corporation and numerous othe.rs,
that these periods are no longer only at
who contend that growth assumes a
the traditional peak periods of the day but monocentric model and trip costs increase
now last throughout most of the day. ln with distance from the center.
an analysis of 39 ur-ban areas~ congestion
was estimated to have cost the public $34 ln "Beyond the Journey to Work,"
Gordon eta!. (1988} use the same 1977
billion.
Nationwide Personal Transportation
In "The Costs of Urban Sprawl", Gordon Study and dispel the myth that, in the
monocentric model, accessibility to the
and Wong (1985) analyze the 1977 Naworkplace is of paramount importance in
tionwide Personal Transportation Study
and assessed the costs of a polycentric
the choice of land uses for the populace.
They find in the St\1dy that non-work
urban form versus a monocentric one
(monocentric meaning one urban center
trips are becoming increasingly important
that the majority of the populace uses on over time. This finding could have a
a daily basis). They cite a study by
major effect in the debate over the
Morrison and Abrahamse which indicated attributes of urban spra~rl. Many current
that the distance to the workplace became models assessing the negative effecc of
urban sprawl use increased travel time to
shorter when the inhabitants Jived in
work as the primary factor in the costs of
suburban areas rather than in urban ones
and conclude that this finding is relevant
urban sprawl. The most attractive explato the debate of urban sprawl, because
nation of this growth in non-work travel
m:my of the arguments showing the
is tltat the trip cost savings experienced
adverse affect of urban sprawl assumed
because of more efficient spatial patterns
that as the city becomes decentralized the give people the impetus to cake more
infrastruc.ture costs explode. The conven- tn ps.
tional wisdom on urban sprawl, seeing it
as costly, models the environment
as a monocentric one. This means
that as sprawl occurs away from an
Tahle 3
urban center, the trip costs increase
TRANSIT PASSENGER TRIPS
dramatically. Gordon and Wong
(as percent of total number of person trips)
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postulate that "work trips become

more dispersed as cities grow."
They summed up person trips by
city·size class, by trip purpose, and

by time of day and found that there
was no trend in the results (see
Table 3}.
If the monocentric view of sprawl is
adhered to, one might expect to find
costlier and lengthier trips to the
dominant centers. This was not the
case in their research. Gordon and
Wong find "no evidence of costlier
and lengthier trips to the dominant
centers as cities get more populous."
This type of reasoning has been
criticized by the Real Estate ReTranspol'faliml C<>sto of Url>an Sprawl

Metropolitan
Area

Woric Tripi

Nan-WD'l"k TrQJs

S·Som

4-7pm

PH k

P•ak

6.47

7.27

19.27

54.58

5.60

7.35

7.67

16.70

55.90

6.58

4.93

7.25

6.94

18.21

56.11

500k ·
999,999

7.00

5.61

7.23

6.60

16.24

57.24

1,000Jt .
3,000k

7.66

5.70

7.41

6.92

16.06

55.45

>3,000k

8.05

6.06

7.27

7.38

16.23

55.02

PDpulaliDll

6-9am
PNk

4-7pm

<lOOk

7.02

5.39

lOOk·
249,999

6.78

250k.
499,999

Poak

Olf·Puk

Olf-Poak

So'"""' Oonlon, I 985
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Gordon and Richardson (1989) wrote a
counterpoint article to ~Gasoline Consumption in Cities'" by Nev.rman and

residential densities. Audirac et aL (1990)
maintain that these villages generate their
own sprawl and will not reduce cortges-

Kenworthy (NK). The original article

tton.

compared gasoline consumption in U.S.

cities with other industrlali7..ed areas
around the world and concluded that the
average consumption of gasoline by
Americans i.s far greater than their global
counterparts. NK argue that this con·
sumption ''mainly reflects land use
patterns and the. transportation system,"'
and their recommendations ore that
growth return to a more compact form
and cities invest in mass transit. Gordon
and Richardson are proponents of decentralization of cities and contend, based on

their previous research, that ''decentraliza-

tion reduces pressures on the central
business district, relieves congestion, and
avoids 'gridlock'." They find no relationship between city size and trip lengths.

travel and generated a multitude of trips

over what it had replaced. With its
energy costs, Brodsly states that the
system will take many decades to repay
its costs. The heavy subsidies necessary
for rapid transit to exist are a testament to
the mode,s e xpense.

With regard to rail t ransit, Los Angeles

As an alternative to the costly heavy rail

plans to spend $43.7 billion on new
transit investments, plus $2.96 billion for
annual operations and maintenance, so
each work trip would cost approximately
$14.75 if the target ridership of 19 percent
of total trips could be attained. This

systems, light rail transit S}'stems are

w ould n ot be an attractive alternative to

the private-vehicle in terms of cost.

Phoenix, Arizona, rejected an $8.5 billion

mass transit plan on Mareb 28, 1989,
because of the belief that it would rtot be
cost effective (Bingham, 1989). The
argument on whether this system should
be installed is still in debate. Urban
villages were supposed to be built around
the rail lines, and wheth er this increases

or decreases urban sprawl is st.ill unclear.

In former President Carter's Commission
for a National Agenda for the Eighties,
the value of low-density development v.ras

reappraised, and sprawl was destigmatized
by pointing to its social and economic
advantages. Another current development

in urban growth is the idea of •(urban

villages" that replace sprawl with higher
8

There are strong feelings that rail mass
transit is the superior form of transportation. Broosly (1981) examined the BART
system in San Francisco. Constructed in
an ideal environment to succeed, Brodsly
considers the BART system a failure.
Enormously expensive, the BART system
failed to replace the automobile as the
transportation choice for commuting.
Instead, it has merely complemented car

being promoted. This systern's costs are
closer to those of a bus system, yet offer
many of the more attractive features of
heavy raiL However, a study looking at
the initial experiences of new light rail
sy>"tems in San Diego, Calgary, and
Edmont.o n indicates that these systems
may not be the ansv.•er. Each city exper-i-

enced small gains in ridership (over bus
systems) and significant cost increases. In
San Diego, for instance, the cost per
passenger on the light rail was $3 versus
$1 for the bus system and the cost of a
nf'w rider on light rail was between S6
and SIO. This is very significant, considering that the rail routes replaced the
most popular bus routes. The experience
of all three cities suggests that improvements in the respective bus systems

probably would have been much wiser
(Gomez-Ibanez, 1985).
Low-density sprawl presents a most

difficult challenge for public transit
systems. In a setting of dispersed rcsi-

STATE

dences, workplaces, and facilities, it is
extremely expensive and difficult to
provide an adequate level of public transit
service to the outer fringes of this area.

Webster and Bly show that when a trip
originates and ends in the outer fringes,
the automobile provides a much faster

and convenient mode of transportation
(\Vallis, 1991). Thus, the problems facing
public transit in the United States, a
country of sprawling communities and
extremely high levels of automobile
ownership, are not only obvious, they arc

enormous.

This difficulty to compete with the
private automobile is reflected in the level
of demand for public transit. As shown
by Webster and Bly, with a drop in
demand, public transit receives lo~rer
revenues and must cut its level of services
which, in turn, results in further reductions of demand. To avoid lowering
service levels, subsidies are needed to
offset reductions in demand. It is felt by
some that subsides merely act to further
lower the cost of all forms of transporta·
tion, which are underpriced anyway,
which, in turn, facilitates more sprnwl.

1990
The debate over sprawl has led many to
believe that compact development is the
most preferable urban form. Some,
however, are not so qu.ick to attack
sprawl. Some believe that the ideal
compact form that is being promoted is
not realistic and 1nerely the latest urban
utopia to try to solve society's ills.
Audirac et. al. (1990) point out that the
pursuit of compact development nm.s
counter to America's preference for lowdensity and suburban lifestyles, espe<:ially
in Florida. The perceived amenities of
rural areas induce many Florida residents
to accept longer commuting times to live
in such areas. This concurs with public
opinion studies for the last 50 years.
Despite this overwhelming preference of

the public, urban utopias of mixed-use
developments and urban villages have
been gaining endorsement by local
governments. Even in Florida, Audirac
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notes that policies to limit sprawl and

promote compact development were
recommended by the Governor's Task
Force on Urban Growth Patterns. The
task force's report calls for incentives to
be provided for compact urban development and the promotion of public transit
and infill development (Florida Department of Community Affairs, 1989).
Iofill development occurs when development takes place on vacant property
within an existing urban area. Infill
development seeks to avoid the capital
costs of infnstructure by assuming that
all the infrastructure necessary to support
the development is already in place. A
study of this theory was conducted by
Falconer and Frank (1990) in Orlando,
Florida, who reveal that spare infrastructure (..-a,pacity, c:,.-pecially in transponation,

does not always exist and varies by
location. This now leaves open the
question again of which type of development, iofiU or fringe, will be more
expensive to accommodate. The decline
of the central business district is well
documented. Edwards (1991) shows that,
to serve downtown, the City of Atlanta
has spent $1.4 billion in freeway improve·
ments and $2.5 billion in transit improvements to serve downtown, yet the largest
retail establishment in downtown Atlanta
is closing, and the space does not have a
prospective tenant. Infrastructure is being
built in suburbia at tremendously inflated
costs, while there is surplus infrastructure
in the central business district. In a typic:d
suburban retail center, traosponation
access can only be supplied by private
vehicle (Edwards, 1991). Edwards also
maintains that the l'vlARTA system in
Atlant.1, although it serves only a limited
part of a growing metropolitan region, is
considered a success by the city. Atlanta,
9
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having a large financial base, rnay not feel
the effects of increased infrastructure
costs, but many small towns may see a
weakening of the urban centers as subu_r..
ban retail facilities become more domi~
nant.

The implementation of stricter air quality
regulations found in the Clean Air Act
will affect land use and urban development. Epstein (1992) indicates that
seeking a better integrated mass transit
system may constrict lhe development of

far-flung housing or isolated commercial
development. Zupan (1992), in a study of
transportation demand management,
concludes that a population density of at
least 3000 people per square mile was the
minimum necessary to provide a sufficient level of demand for public transit.
He further concluded that an economic
activity clustering of 5 million square feet
is needed t.o support a minimum bus
service and at least 20 million square feet
to support an express bus service.

Wallis (1991} examined Avalon, a new
urban village in central Florida, and
found several different arguments for and
against these villages. Since Orlando has
adopted a "pay as you grow" philosophy,
a service boundary has been defined
where urban services will be provided by
lite City. Developers that build outside
these boundaries must accept the burden
of infrastructure costs. Tom Pelham, a
former Secretary of Florida's Department
of Community Affai rs, suggests that "the
new towns should be located well beyond
existing urbanized are.as, whe.re there is
little chance that they will contribute to
sprawl." On the other side, Peter
Kanovos, president of the group develop·
ing Avalon, says that these urban villages
are part of the solution lO urb·an sprav.rl,
not the problem. He maintains that
Avalon's design will have high internal
trip capture (more trips within the
community) (Wallis, !991}.

ID

In the United State:;:, the automobile has
been subsidized directly through highway
funding policies. Hanson (1992) quantifies
these subsidies and considered their
significance for transportation and landuse policy. He calculates these subsidies
based on Wisconsin Department of
Transportation data and finds that "if
transportation costs become low enough,
there ls little advantage-to being near an
urban center." This automobile. subsidy is
any direct cost in providing for the
automobile system that is not paid for
privately.

In Wisconsin, all unitS of government
spend approximately $1.4 billion per ycor
on roads, half of which are paid directly
by State and federal user fees. The remaining half are paid with local revenues such
as property taxes. \"(/isconsin assumes
greater financial responsibility for roads
serving a travel-mobility function than a
property access one. Hanson considered
expenditures and property taxes, the ·
primary source of local revenue, for
varying sizes of communities. In lvlilwaukee, highway expenditures amounted to
S107 million in 1987, with $81 million
remaining as the local burden. The loco!
burden of highway costs is very substantial, representing 59 percent of the local
levy.

Hanson's data demonstrate that ••across
rural and urban areas, there is considerable subsidy provided to highway users."
In the long run, user fees end up paying
for the majority of cost of travelling by
automobile. T his subsidized transportation cost, primarily for the automobile,
has produced a pattern of sprawl that
would not have otherwise occurred. The
logic and methodology of the study are
correct, but actual additional transportation costs for sprawl development are
lacking.

The perception of urban sprawl in
Florida is that it is costly and ugly and

causes mass environmental damage. The

commute were willing to drive a commut·
ing time equal or longer than their
present irork trip-ends to reside in their
preferred area.
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Florida Department of Community
Affairs and other State agencies call for
containing urban sprawl and promoting
compact development. Audirnc (1990) ·
It is concluded that, although Florida's
points out that close scrutiny of the
new urban growth policy is centered on
assumptions based on a pejorative view of
compact development, the populace's
sprawl reveal that they can be biased.
preference indicates that they would be
Although a compact form, jn a utopia,
reduces transportation and infrastructure willing to commute farther to work if
they could live outside the city. Although
costs, in modern times people's prefer·
the article is based on a limited number of
ence and tastes show a propensity to settle
studies, the strength of their findings
in low-density areas.
cannot be underrated. The weakness of
Audirac (1990) is the failure to quantify
Audirac cites a Bureau of Economic and
Business Research Survey in which it was actual transportation costs of urban
reported that Floridians believe that, with sprawl.
their experience with urban congestion
This issue is still in heated debate, and an
and crime, they would rather live in
ecumenical answer seems remote. Audirac
suburban and cxurban ;treas. The State's
finds sprawl as an "emerging urban
policies on compact development will be
pattern of post· industrial society and an
difficult to implement, given Floridians'
interdependent urban structure orgWzed
preferences. !n another survey of Floridi·
around advanced transportation and
ans' residential preferences, among people
communications technologies on a timewho commuted to work, the majority of
cost basis.»
individuals with a greater than 20·minutc
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Conclusion
Although the literature on the nature and
impacts of urban sprawl has been expan·
sive, t.ransport'ation costs of sprawl have
not been quantified substantially. It is
clear that extensive research focused
specifically on sprawl's impact upon
transportation costs needs to be conduct·
ed. Additionally, the emergence of new
travel behavior patterns and the development of the polycentric urban form make
many past studies and theories obsolete.
Without further study, it will be difficult
to judge the performance of recent local
government policies such as growth
management plans and infiU develop·
ment.

Answers to the question of how sprawl
impaCts transportation costs could help

decide how future transpon:ation do.Uars

are spent, especially in cases of mass
transit ptojects. Public transportation has

not solved all the problems of urban
sprawl, and the literature indicates that it
is used sparingly; the automobile remains

the desired mode of transportation in the
United States. Although mass transit is
promoted as a cure for many transport•·
tion problems, the relatively unimpressive
record of recent cosdy mass transit
projects has not been promising.
Future studies on sprawl's impacts on
transportation costs should consider that
no one clear definition of sprawl has been
established and that this introduces
subjectivity and ambiguity to the issue.
Since sprawl is so difficult to define, it

Tabla 4
UNFAVOIIABLE VIEWS OF SPRAWL

s......

Rcma.rb

Bowler (1973)

Suburban existence Ulilize9 h1gtla::r levels ol energy and land re:eoQJQIS far th8 transponation fwtdio.ns.

Bu.... (1977)

To relieve tNaltic: problem$, transportation poUciol should support public tnaNit and re:bict auto:mobilc wage,

Cervera (1984)

Subwbat\ office traffic could cause Rll"tous COI\geatlims llf'Oblems on road networkt that WeJe not de!dgned to carry the
dCftW>o!.

eo..... (1989)

Build.iag exb:IWv~: road nctwo:rks dtai.na the 1m oul of citicG ~md covcn1 the counvysSde wtth spr:o,wL

D:uti.els W Wames
1ntnasod automobile UIJaV* J"8SUlts: in reduced J)Oiilic hrlsit ridership and womcns the financ:1.21 sltu..tion of public lr:Ul!dl
(1980)

Florida Deputm.e:nt
Sprawl in tnaffident and must be restrieted. lDcentives should be ascd to ttnCOUl'Q(IC compa.d and Will dcvdgpmcnt
ci Communlly
Aflalls (1989)
Knack (1991)

Wi.lh application of dos;lgn prinQplu , s:prawl con be avolded.

JIERC (1974)

Sprawlb\creaSe!l the economic eosts ol transportation.

Urban Land
b1stitu1>(1969)
Wallis (1991)

Wcibc'l07 and my
(1985)
Zupan (1992)

Economic devetapmot can result in mare crowded roads and OV8fWOl'ked facilitias.

Urban villaQ$6 may Cf'(latJ.l' their own 5Jil'8WL
Tho dispersion of jobs and homes laads 10 a declin.e in public transi.t.
Minimwn densities are needed to support public transit.
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American public, the usc of this ideal
portation function from the total infraform may not be realistic and might be of
structure costs a difficull tas_
k, as suggested little value.
by Tables 4 and 5, which indicate various
Currently, an adequate and comprehenviews on sprawl. Also, the public's
sive report anaJyzing t he transportation
preference for low-density development
coSts of sprawl has not been conducted.
should be acknowledged. Many studies
Perhaps one will never be completed.
compare sprawl with an ideal compact
Until one is conducted, however, the
urb an form. Since an ideal compact
debate on the tran>-portation costs of
urban form does not exlst and is un1ikely
sprawl is unlikely to be settled.
to he accepted in the near future by the
makes differentiating costs of the trans-

Tabla 5
NDT UNFAVORABLE VIEWS OF SPRAWL
s,..,..

R.,....b

AllshW.. {IS79)

Ooas not find any 8Vidancle that sprawl dtvelopmmt must be mote 03Stl.y than tugh·density development.

AllshW.. (IS77)

Critlcruas d\8 sbortr:Gmizlgs of "Ths Costs of Sprawl." ShOW& thai the J"CCIC)rt's «mthaai.oru; might be U\valid.

Asher (1990)

AUAilro< et aL (]990)

a..dslr (1981)
D.CO.IA·S.... (ISS2)
Faloonn (l990)
Frank (1989)
Galls .. a). (1982)

Gordan .. a). ( 19 89)
llanlon and ft;o:lw-doon
(1989)

Gordon and Woog (1985)

Hanson (1992)

Pr..,... ··~ oxwl>an V"QWWh by ~,.;) ..,..~.
No! enough evidsnce on costs ol sprawl Compact form contr'adictl; public pndueucq ;md in certain ca.sc:o may bt!
worse lhan low·density de'Velopmenl
Rapid WnsillS not a suparior farm ol transportation. Highways rvpresent tbe Amtrican we,y of lih.

Macro Level land use &tnuegies have tiUl• impact on highway demand.

Excess roadway tal)8city doc6 not always exist for infill capadty.
Tbe 8Vidsace to s;upport the con.ccpt of costly sprawl is less ltwt adequal8.
No evidence exist& that praY~:& \hat I~ clewlopment acruaDy raises b'atlsportalion cost&.
Polyoantric dcvclgpmtrtt shortau commu.Ung time.
Decmtral.U.ation relieves c:ongediCih aNI avoids "gridloc:k...
Since there i5 no evidence of cosllJn- ud IC~f9" trips with excess development, sprawl is not n.eccss:uily
uneconomic:al.
With law enough ~tion costs, ttwe is no advantBIJ8 in livin9 close to an wban center.

Harvey and Oark (1965) Sprawl in ec:on01'tliCQl
Kain (1967)

Logan and Schneider
(1981)

Dislance ud density have no dircc:t effect on OJIO"-ti.ng expenditures.

Mullu {IS75)

ScriQII.I$ sh~ exist ill melhodology used to study sprew1.

seo.. (1972)

ThC' mast effide1ltlllban form Is 11\.e small-car.orimted city with medium tD 1ow den&Uy.

Wisconsi.n Dept. of
,......tion (1989)
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